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Magicians/ Mentalists Become The First ToDrive Across America
Blindfolded!

In May 2004 Magicians/Mentalists Marco Frezza and Eric Anderson became the first to drive
across America blindfolded. Against Impossible odds Marco and Eric drove blindfolded
through more than 17 states, and over 6100 miles.

(PRWEB) July 9, 2004 -- In addition, a standing reward of $500,000 was offered to anyone who could find
their car gimmicked in any way possible that would allow them to drive across America while completely
blindfolded!

Although many people, including car mechanics, inspected their car meticulously during The First Blindfold
Drive Across America, no one was able to produce any evidence of their car being rigged in a way that would
aid them in navigating the vehicle while completely blindfolded!

* The Blindfold Process began with silver dollars embedded into their eyes, which were then secured with
industrial strength duct tape, followed by fifteen feet of medical wrap, and then topped off with blindfolds.

All materials were examined prior to the blindfold process, and were then applied by various members of the
media and State Police Departments.

Their goal was to raise awareness for National Foster Care Month by performing this incredible illusion. The
First Blindfold Drive Across America was seen by millions through more than 17 states and was featured on
CNN, NBC, CBS, and FOX.

" Eric and I would just like to thank the millions who came out to support us during The First Blindfold Drive
Across America. We sincerely hope to have inspired children in foster care and others to reach for their dreams
and do the impossible " says Marco Frezza, Co-Creator of The Blindfold Drive Across America.
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Contact Information
Beverly Russell
Ah-Ha! Entertainment Inc.
http://blindfolddrive.com
212-502-0148

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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